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Abstract

Countless books have been written on the biography of the Prophet

Mohammad (PBUH) in different languages, but these books were written

under veneration. This method is important in terms of imploring study but

logical importance on this style is not significant. That's why the importance of

these books is worthless than those books written by the Muslims. In this

article researcher tried to clear that how seerah reporters of subcontinent took

critical analysis against the orientalists by the subject. In the sub-continent Sir

Syed Ahmed Khan took initiative against this phenomenon, Sir Syed put his

sincere efforts to start intellectual movement against the Istashraq movement

which got vaster development later. Justice Ameer Ali and Abul Kalam Azad

in this regard are of considerable. The figure in the Contemporary Justice Pir

Karam Shah Al-Azhari is entered in present period. The last two volumes of

Zia-un-Nabi exposed the facts of Istashraq, any other book in Urdu is

impossible to find an example like this.

So, this article is based on the intemperance of orientalist's on Islam

and justifications of the Muslim Seerah reporters of Subcontinent.
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"Abraham is simply one of many Prophets, and the people

to whom he is sent are not specified; indeed, it seems to be

implied that he was not sent to the Arabs, since Muhammad

(SAW) is said to be sent to a people who had never had a warner.

Likewise there is no mention of any connexion of Abraham and

Ishmael with the Ka'bah. Ishmael is named in lists of Prphets, but
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no details are given about him. The presumption is that at first the

Muslims did not know about the connexion of Ishmael with

Abraham and (according to the Old Testament) with the Arabs. At

Medina, however, in closer contact with the Jews they gained

knowledge of such matte".(14)







 








 (Encyclopaedia of Ethics and Religion) 

  





  Chronicle of Sebeos 

"He was an Ishmaelite, who taught his countrymen to

return to the religion of Abraham and claim the Promise made to

the descendants of Ishmael". (15)
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"It is axiomatic that the new religious movement of Islam

must somehow or other have risen ou of the conditions in Mecca

in Muhammad's time. A new religion cannot come into being

without a sufficient motive". (25)











"During the years just before he received the call to
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prophethood Muhammad must have been increasingly aware of

the unsatisfactory social conditions in Mecca. This was something

he could observe for himself and did not require to be shown by

revelation. The fundamental source of the trouble was that the

traditional values of nomadic society (which was that of the recent

ancestors of the Meccans) were proving inadequate in the

prosperous mercantile economy of Mecca, and were also the

leading men of the calns were neglective the traditional duty of

carring for the needy adn unfortune among their kinsmen

Muhammad may well have come to see the root of the troubles as

the secular, materialistic outlook of the very wealthy, and may

even have decided that this could only be got rid of by some form

of religious belief". (26)
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"As these expenditions, even that to Badr, were razzias, where

the aim was to capture booty without undue danger to oneself". (30)

 




"When one looks at all alternatives, however, it seems clear

that even before he left Mecca Muhammad must have looked on

raids on Meccan carvans as a possibility, even a probability. In the

raids the Muslims were taking the offensive. Muhammad cannot

have failed to realize that, even if the raids were only slightly

successful, the Meccans were bound to attempt reprisals. In these
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little raids, then, he was deliberately challenging and provoking the

Meccans. In our peace- conscious age it is difficult to understand

how a religious leader could thus engage in offensive war and

become almost an aggressor". (31)









"Thus whether Muhammad incited his followers to action

and then used their wrongs to justify it, or whether he yielded to

pressure from them to allow such action, the normal Arab practice

of the razzia was taken over by the Islamic community. In being

taken over, however, it was transformed. It became an activity to

believers against unbelievers, and therefore took place within

religious context". (32)
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"The change from the razzia to the Jihad may seem to be

no morethan a change of name, the giving of an aura of religion to

whatwas essentially the same activity". (33)


 


"Another point was doubtless present in Muhammad's mind.

He forbade fighting and raiding between Muslims, and consequently,

if a large number of Arab tribes accepted Islam or even merely

accepted Muhammad's leadership, he would have to find an

alternative outlet for their energies. Looking ahead, Muhammad

probably realized that it would be necessary to direct the predatory

impulses of the Arabs outwards, towards the settled communities

adjacent to Arabia, and he was probably conscious to some extent of

the development of the route to Syria as a preparat ion for

expansion". (34)
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"On some occas ions at least there were physical

accompaniments. He would be gripped by a feeling of pain, and in

his ear's there would be a noise like the reverberation of a bell.

Even on a very cold day the bystanders would see geat pearls of

sweet on his forehead as the revelation descended upon him.

Such accounts led some Western critics to suggest that he had

epilepsy, but there are no real grounds for such a view. Epilepsy

leads to physical and mental degeneration, and there are no signs

of that in Muhammad, on the contrary he was clearly in full

possession of his faculties to the very end of his life". (44)
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"It is not surprising that Muhammad is reported to have

been assailed by fears and doubts. There is evidence for this in

the Quran as well as in the narratives of his life, though it is not

certain that at what period he received the Quranic assurances

that God had not forsaken him". (45)





 

"Soon after the first revelation, he is said to have been

encouraged to believe in his vocation by his wife Khadija and, 

more particularly by her cousin Warqah". (46)
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